
From: Anderson, Mary
To: Berman, Janice S; Hunt, Marshall; Eilert, Patrick L; Miller, Matthew; Zelmar, Karen; Davis, Vincent; Johnson,

Aaron; Lavinson, Melissa A; "marshall.hunt.pe@gmail.com"
Subject: RE: Urgent Update: DOE Condensing Furnace Standard
Date: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 4:29:49 PM
Attachments: PGE Comment_Letter_EERE-2014-BT-STD-0031.docx

The email looks good.  We would like to file the comment letter I have attached to this email instead
of the one you sent.
 

From: Berman, Janice S 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 4:03 PM
To: Hunt, Marshall; Eilert, Patrick L; Anderson, Mary; Miller, Matthew; Zelmar, Karen; Davis, Vincent;
Johnson, Aaron; Lavinson, Melissa A; 'marshall.hunt.pe@gmail.com'
Subject: Urgent Update: DOE Condensing Furnace Standard
 
This is an e-mail I plan to send to Nick Stavropoulos today updating him on the very brief letter we’ll
be submitting today to DOE on condensing furnace standards, and the perspective we are taking
going into further stakeholder discussions.
 
Please let me know if you have comments or concerns.
--Jan
 

From: Berman, Janice S 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 3:52 PM
To: 'marshall.hunt.pe@gmail.com'; Hunt, Marshall
Subject: Urgent Update: DOE Condensing Furnace Standard
 
Nick,
As a follow-up to our discussion about DOE’s condensing furnace standard in August, I wanted
to let you know that we are planning to submit a letter to DOE today addressing a revised
standard DOE issued on July 10, 2015, and supplemented on September 14, 2015.  Because
PG&E is still endeavoring to collaborate with various parties on discussion of the standard, we
plan to meet today’s deadline for comments with the attached letter indicating that we are
still engaged in the dialogue and will submit our formal comments within the next few weeks. 
We hope that DOE will agree to accept our late submittal. 
 
We understand that you have been heavily involved in this issue through AGA, and we are
looking for your perspective and input before proceeding with a revised letter.
 
Background
The Department of Energy released an initial furnace standard July 10, 2015 that would
require a 92% efficient furnace, which is an increase from the current standard of 80%
efficient furnace (effective 2015).  A noncondensing furnace has AFUE values up to 80 and a
condensing furnace will achieve AFUE (Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency) values above 90. 
This achieved by adding a second heat exchanger.  It was noted in the analysis that in some
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October 14, 2015



Ms. Brenda Edwards, EE–41

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 

Energy Conservation Program for Consumer Products 

U.S. Department of Energy

1000 Independence Avenue, SW.

Washington, DC 20585–0121





Docket Number: 	EERE-2014-BT-STD-0031

RIN:			1904-AD20







Dear Ms. Edwards:



This letter comprises the comments of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) in response to the Department of Energy (DOE) Notice of Data Availability (NODA) for Energy Conservation Standards for Residential Non-weatherized Gas Furnaces (NWGFs) published September 14, 2015.



Pacific Gas and Electric Company, incorporated in California in 1905, is one of the largest combination natural gas and electric utilities in the United States. Based in San Francisco, the company is a subsidiary of PG&E Corporation.  There are approximately 20,000 employees who carry out Pacific Gas and Electric Company's primary business—the transmission and delivery of energy. The company provides natural gas and electric service to approximately 15 million people throughout a 70,000-square-mile service area in northern and central California. We understand the potential of efficiency standards to cut costs and reduce consumption while maintaining or increasing consumer utility of the products. We have a responsibility to our customers to advocate for standards that accurately reflect the climate and conditions of our respective service areas, so as to maximize these positive effects.



We appreciate the opportunity to provide the following recommendations to DOE for this most recent NODA. We continue to support DOE updating the current standard for NWGFs adopted over 30 years ago. We commend the DOE for the thorough analysis performed in support of a proposed standard level of 92% Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) in the March 2015 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR),[footnoteRef:1] and we support DOE continuing to refine their analysis and making them available for public comment in this NODA. We offer these comments in support of the proposed standard and to encourage the DOE to go even further and adopt higher efficiency standard levels that DOE has already found to be cost-effective and technically feasible from the analysis presented in the March 2015 NOPR. We urge DOE to consider the following recommendations: [1:  http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EERE-2014-BT-STD-0031-0032] 






1. PG&E supports a single strong energy conservation standard for all residential furnace equipment. 

In this most recent NODA, DOE is considering a cutoff creating a “small furnace definition” (between 45 MBtu/h and 65 MBtu/h) which would exempt smaller furnaces from being required to meet a new energy conservation standard. In California, there are many existing furnace installations that have capacities below the thresholds being considered in the NODA. New dwellings being built to stringent California Building Energy Efficiency Standards (often referred to as Title 24) require even smaller capacity furnaces. This is due to the state’s mild climate. By exempting these furnaces from a higher standard, potential energy savings will not be realized. Thus PG&E supports a single size classification with an energy conservation standard that requires condensing furnace technology. 



2. If DOE decides to adopt the proposed capacity based, two-tiered standard, PG&E would support the 50 thousand Btus per hour (MBtu/h) as the cutoff in order to capture the maximum possible savings. 

Despite our concerns about the possible decision to split furnaces into two size categories, if DOE moves forward with a two-tiered standard, we would strongly recommend a cutoff of 50 MBtu/h for condensing and noncondensing furnaces. This is the cutoff size recommended by the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE). This cutoff value would result in the majority of furnaces falling into the large category (86% according to the NODA), which will result in significant energy savings. As furnace sizes tend to be smaller in California, a cutoff value of 50 MBtu/h is recommended. 



3. If a dual capacity standard is chosen, PG&E supports 95% AFUE for equipment above the chosen capacity threshold. 

The analysis provided by DOE indicates that the energy conservation standard which results in the best combination of national energy savings and net present value to consumers is 80%/95% (small/large) AFUE. In other words, 95% AFUE would be the standard level that results in the most energy savings that is economically justified and technically feasible. It is for that reason that PG&E supports a 95% AFUE energy conservation standard for large furnaces. 



In conclusion, we would like to reiterate our support to DOE for refining the rulemaking analysis for energy conservation standard for NWGFs. We thank DOE for the opportunity to be involved in this process and encourage DOE to carefully consider the recommendations outlined in this letter.





Sincerely,

		











Patrick Eilert

Manager, Codes and Standards

Pacific Gas and Electric Company
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older homes in the northeast and in Los Angeles customers may pay more for the increased
standard that what it would save due to installation difficulties. 
 
NRDC, AGA, ACEEE, ASAP, and others worked on a developing a compromise 2-tier, capacity-
based standard, but did not complete negotiations before comment letters were due in July.
AGA and others encouraged DOE to revise their analysis to include a capacity based, 2 tier
standard.  Such a standard would allow noncondensing furnaces up to a certain capacity (Btu
input), requiring condensing furnaces for larger capacity units.  The theory is that when a large
capacity furnace is installed the annual energy use will be higher.  Savings are a percentage of
the usage so higher usage will yield more savings which can offset incremental costs thereby
increasing lifecycle cost-effectiveness.  DOE released additional information on September 14,
2015, which included analysis of the impact of a compromise that was brokered by the
advocates and industry that considers a 2-tier standard with capacity cutoffs of 45, 55 and 65
kBtuH. 
 
PG&E’s Codes and Standards program is supportive of this compromise urges a cutoff at the
lower end of the range.  We believe it is cost effective and in the best interest of our
customers.  We plan to write DOE a letter supporting the lower end of DOE’s compromise
position and advocating a 50 kBtuH cutoff capacity.  This cutoff level allows noncondensing 80
AFUE furnaces with adequate heating capacity and air conditioning airflow to serve the
comfort conditioning needs of our customers with furnaces under 50 kBtuH. Furnaces over
this size would be required to meet the 92 AFUE requirement.
 
Positions of Parties
We anticipate the other organizations participating in this rulemaking taking the following
stances:

·         ACEEE, NRDC and ASAP are taking the same position as PG&E.
·         The CEC has emailed us to let us know that they will be urging DOE not to proceed

with a capacity based standard.  Since the majority of furnaces in California are under
65 kBtuH the capacity standards will not provide significant savings for California.

·         SCE and SDG&E are staying neutral to avoid the controversy. 
·         Our understanding is that SCG, AHRI and AGA are likely to take a stance advocating for

the 65 kBtuH cutoff requirement.
 

Over the past months, PG&E conducted two Statewide Codes & Standards meetings and
exchanged communications with SoCalGas and the other IOUs.  As occurred previously, PG&E
and SoCalGas were unable to reach common ground and will be submitting separate letters. 

 
Please do not hesitate to contact me, as well as our experts Marshall Hunt and Pat Eilert.  We
value your input.
Thanks, 



--Jan Berman
 
 


